BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF „SILENCE"
Inspired by a few youngsters in a coffee bar talking about aging, a middle
aged man sinks into the idyllic surrounding of a lake. At this place the man
seems to have turned into an old gentleman who lingers and enjoys life at
that unique spot.
His thoughts and encounters at the lake seem to be magically linked to the
busy man in the coffee bar and its visitors...
Is it the yearning for silence and slowing down, which keep directing the mans
thoughts in the coffee bar to this very special place at the lake while running
the rat race of daily life?
“Silence” is a „strangely beautiful“ piece of art. An homage to life and what
matters most.
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DIRECTORS STATEMENT
For many years I have been observing the growing discontent and the little
and bigger conflicts widespread in all social classes. It seems like people
have forgotten how to be human in our ever so hectic and remote-controlled
world.
Long ago the old man at the lake learnt that it does not take much to be
happy. Amidst the meditative atmosphere of the picturesque autumn scenery
he savors the moment which is not appreciated often anymore in our every
day life - the every day life personified by the same old man in the coffee bar.
My film is meant as an invitation to rediscover the beauty of the moment.
Within one single moment of silence lies life in its entire intensity and which
the majority of our society is unfortunately not aware of.
People are simply rushing through life and at the same time they are yearning
for the moment: One single moment of silence, a good conversation, the
smile of a child – also the one in ourselves – a stroll through nature or an
inspiring film.
I believe that this vision, i.e. the rediscovery of outer and inner silence has
meanwhile become a great challenge in our society. The rediscovery of the
here and now though is essential for the survival of our society and is being
aroused again by our film.
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